
CAGNES-SUR-MER - 23 February 

Race 1 

1. HANNAH CAYENNAISE - Good 2L third in this standard on auto start debut at the start of this month here. Contender. 

2. HUNE - Placed on third auto start in this company at Hyeres start of this month. Could go well without shoes. 

3. HADRIANA DU MONT - DQ on sole auto start here in December. Needs significant improvement. 

4. HOLD BLUE - Good form since resuming including a 5L walk up winner here 18 days ago. Respected on auto start 

debut without shoes. 

5. HALVA - Improvement without shoes on three previous outings including 3L fourth in this class here. Among the 

frame chances. 

6. HARMONIE RIVOISE - Unplaced in five auto starts. Others preferred. 

7. HATHOR SIMARDIERE - Beaten a long way into fourth on second career start in this discipline two runs back. Could 

improve eased in class. 

8. HAWAI MAB - Held third in a weaker walk up on reappearance 18 days back. Could fare well on first mobile start 

with removal of shoes. 

Summary 

HAWAI MAB (8) finished a held third on reappearance in a moderate walk up at this venue. Could strip fitter and is 

respected on first auto start especially with removal of shoes. HANNAH CAYENNAISE (1) posted a decent 2L third in 

this class on first mobile outing. Rates highly. HATHOR SIMARDIERE (7) can deliver a bold display dropping in 

standard. Keep in mind. HOLD BLUE (4) was a 5L walk up winner here. Might go well on auto start debut. 

Selections 

HAWAI MAB (8) - HANNAH CAYENNAISE (1) - HATHOR SIMARDIERE (7) - HOLD BLUE (4)  



Race 2 

1. CONCERTO DES DUNES - 12L defeat in a stronger auto start three races ago. Could fare better eased in grade 

without shoes. 

2. BELLINO D'AUVRECY - Good 1L runner up in this company on previous mobile outing prior to fair effort in the G3 

Grand Prix De Vincennes here walk up. In the mix. 

3. CAGNARD DE BETTON - DQ in a Vincennes claiming auto start 26 days previously. Minor role likely. 

4. BASTINGAGE - Successful in this grade two runs back and unbeaten over this course and distance. Go well without 

rear shoes. 

5. BRANDEIS JET - Dual auto start winner but in woeful form since resuming. Needs significant improvement. 

6. CIMARRON - 2L fifth in a stronger auto start here three races ago. Player racing barefoot. 

7. CYCLOPE D'OSTAL - Unplaced in four auto starts but hopes pinned on this drop in class. Not entirely dismissed. 

8. BRUT DE LA COTE - One placing from six mobile events. Look elsewhere. 

9. CHOUCHOU LOULOU - 8L eighth in a stronger auto start here last month. May be able to take advantage of ease 

in class without shoes. 

10. CHOUKI DU BANNEY - Yet to place in five auto starts including at this level two outings ago. Unlikely to feature. 

11. DORIS JENILOU - Three placings from 11 auto starts and down the field in a Marseilles Vivaux walk up on return 

a month ago. Others have achieved more. 

12. FELIN DE CHRISTAL - Infrequent winner who was down the field on previous two auto starts in tougher company. 

Needs this drop in class to spark progress. 

13. BELLONE SPECIALE - Placed in six of 14 mobile events including in a stronger race two runs back here. In the 

mix without shoes. 

14. BUTIN MALIN - Not sighted in previous two mobile starts here. Others preferred. 

15. CRAZY CRISCANI - Unsighted in two walk ups since resuming but better expected returning to a mobile event. 

Each way chance without shoes. 

16. DIEGO OF CARLESS - Unplaced in 15 auto starts. Best ignored. 

Summary 

CIMARRON (6) is firmly in the mix dropping to this level following a decent 2L fifth in a higher level auto start here three 

outings back. Key player racing barefoot. BASTINGAGE (4) found success in this grade two runs ago and is unbeaten 

at this course and distance. Set to go well without rear shoes. Among the frame candidates is BELLONE SPECIALE 

(13) who makes appeal without shoes. CHOUCHOU LOULOU (9) may place easing in class. 

Selections 

CIMARRON (6) - BASTINGAGE (4) - BELLONE SPECIALE (13) - CHOUCHOU LOULOU (9)  



Race 3 

1. ENCIERRO JYL - Successful by 2L in this class at Vincennes two starts ago. Genuine contender to replicate. 

2. EAGLE EYES - One win from two starts in this discipline and should benefit from a drop in standard switching back 

to a mobile event. 

3. BALADIN DU REYNARD - Two placings from 18 auto starts and down the field in this class on penultimate outing. 

Look elsewhere. 

4. FIRST IN LOVE - Two placings from two mobile contests including in stronger company. Could bounce back in this 

discipline. 

5. DARWIN STAR - 2L runner up on previous auto start in tougher company here. Thereabouts without shoes. 

6. EVARISTE DU BOURG - Superb five time winner from ten outings in this discipline and won five of previous six 

starts. Hard to beat. 

7. ESPRIT MYSTIC - Career best in mobile races with a 2L second in stronger company here five outings back. 

Thereabouts with improvement likely. 

Summary 

EVARISTE DU BOURG (6) boasts a superb auto start record with five wins from ten starts while scoring in five of 

previous six outings. Hard to beat at this level. ESPRIT MYSTIC (7) could give the main selection most to do as posted 

a career best in this discipline when runner up among tougher company five outings ago. In the mix. DARWIN STAR 

(5) finished second on previous mobile attempt and forward showing is expected. ENCIERRO JYL (1) is respected after 

successful by 2L in this class at Vincennes two runs back. Chance to replicate. 

Selections 

EVARISTE DU BOURG (6) - ESPRIT MYSTIC (7) - DARWIN STAR (5) - ENCIERRO JYL (1)  



Race 4 

1. FANGIO MADRIK - Off the mark in this discipline with a 1L success here in weaker company four runs back. Needs 

more up in grade. 

2. FABULEUX PIYA - Scored at a lower level on penultimate mobile outing prior to a below par performance. Others 

more persuasive. 

3. FUNKY JET - Down the field on fourth auto start at Vincennes three outings back. Solid claims of recapturing excellent 

previous form. 

4. FRAGON D'AVIGNERE - 1L third in tougher company prior to a DQ in previous mobile outings. Could bounce back. 

5. FLASH DE GINAI - 5L second in a weaker mobile event at Hyeres 23 days ago. Work to do up in standard. 

6. FLASH DU GOUTIER - Unplaced in five auto starts thus far. Others preferred. 

7. FALCO DE VANDEL - Improved form with a second and win on previous auto starts. Contender with confidence up. 

8. FADA - Three placings from 11 mobile events to date. Others have achieved more. 

9. FIGHTER PILOT - DQ on sole start at Marseille Vivaux 29 days ago. Best watched. 

10. FACTO PRIOR - Yet to place from three auto start attempts. Prefer to watch. 

11. FASTE DE CHENU - Reached the frame once in five mobile starts. Needs sharp progress. 

12. FICTOR DES ROMAINS - Improved 3L sixth on third mobile start at Toulouse eleven days ago. Could sneak a 

placing. 

13. FOR EVER LOULOU - DQ in previous two auto starts. Hard to enthuse. 

Summary 

FUNKY JET (3) finished downfield when aiming for four victories from four mobile starts at Vincennes. Could easily 

bounce back. Top chance. FALCO DE VANDEL (7) improved with a second and a win the latest two auto starts. 

Contender with confidence high. FRAGON D'AVIGNERE (4) is capable of making the frame if returning to the form of a 

third among stronger company on penultimate mobile outing. One to sneak a placing is FICTOR DES ROMAINS (12) 

after only three auto starts. 

Selections 

FUNKY JET (3) - FALCO DE VANDEL (7) - FRAGON D'AVIGNERE (4) - FICTOR DES ROMAINS (12)  



Race 5 

1. CEKEPEPERE - 11L seventh in a weaker walk up at this track earlier this month. Others hold stronger claims. 

2. EL POPOF - 10L defeat in this grade here 45 days ago. Likely to find a few too good. 

3. CHARME D'URZY - 3L fourth in this standard at Marseille Vivaux on penultimate start. Could find a placing with no 

shoes. 

4. ECLAIR STAR - Not fired in three walk ups since resuming. Look elsewhere. 

5. EASY ATOUT - Reached the frame in previous two walk ups at this level. In the mix without shoes. 

6. EMINENT D'ORGERES - Below par on previous two walk up outings and needs to find something on recent form. 

7. DJEMBE D'ORGERES - Dual course and distance winner. Fair seventh in a higher level walk up here a month ago. 

Go well running barefoot. 

8. CAPITAL MAJYC - Performed well in two of three starts since resuming in tougher company. Thereabouts without 

shoes. 

9. EURO DU CHENE - Decent 3L runner up in a higher level walk up at this course two runs back. Player. 

10. CELTIC COMMANDER - Struggled in previous five outings but has been contesting good company. Respected 

eased in class. 

11. DEKO DE TILOU - Made the frame in two of three walk ups since resuming at a higher level. Consider without 

shoes. 

12. CONCERTO GEDE - 1L course and distance winner in tougher company three outings back. Firmly in contention 

barefoot. 

Summary 

CONCERTO GEDE (12) can be considered following a 1L track and trip victory among tougher company three runs 

back. Firmly in contention. EURO DU CHENE (9) warrants thought after a good 3L runner up effort in a higher level 

walk up here two starts ago. Key player. CAPITAL MAJYC (8) went well in two of three attempts since resuming in a 

grade above. In the mix without shoes. CELTIC COMMANDER (10) could make the frame down in class. 

Selections 

CONCERTO GEDE (12) - EURO DU CHENE (9) - CAPITAL MAJYC (8) - CELTIC COMMANDER (10)  



Race 6 

1. DRAGO DE TILOU - Scored for the second time over this course and distance at this level third up. Rates highly. 

2. FAST D'AVEZE - Won two of previous four starts in this discipline including at a higher level. Notable runner. 

3. FAZENDA DE MORTREE - Chasing a hat trick following two track and journey wins including in tougher company 

ten days ago. Top chance without shoes. 

4. EURIPIDE LUDOIS - Held in previous two walk ups following a good effort up in class previously. Inconsistent but 

has ability. 

5. FERLAINE - Not beaten far in previous two walk ups in a better class. One to note without rear shoes. 

6. EMIR D'YVEL - Reached the frame seven times over this course and distance but no worthwhile form since resuming. 

Others preferred. 

7. EL PRESIDENTE - Won three of previous four walk ups including a dominant Marseille Vivaux success in this class 

three weeks back. Attractive chance. 

8. ESPOIR D'YVEL - Five placings from seven attempts over this track and trip. Plenty to find on form after three poor 

efforts since resuming. 

9. FLICKA LUCAXELO - 5L fifth in a tougher walk up here 10 days ago. Others more persuasive. 

10. ESPRIT OCCAGNES - 4L fourth in this grade on previous walk up run. Expect a solid effort with removal of shoes. 

Summary 

FAZENDA DE MORTREE (3) aims for third consecutive victory following two course and distance wins including among 

tougher company. Top chance. EL PRESIDENTE (7) holds chances having won three of the previous four walk ups. 

Notable runner. FAST D'AVEZE (2) is on a steep upward curve delivering victories in two of previous four walk ups. 

May go well. DRAGO DE TILOU (1) maintains a good record at this track. Keep on side. 

Selections 

FAZENDA DE MORTREE (3) - EL PRESIDENTE (7) - FAST D'AVEZE (2) - DRAGO DE TILOU (1)  



Race 7 

1. DOTHIA - Scored in easier company four runs back but held subsequently. Others have stronger claims. 

2. ELLO FOSSAVIE - Held 10L eighth in this company two starts back. Unlikely to feature on season debut. 

3. DEFI DU JAAR - Down the field in previous two auto starts. Look elsewhere. 

4. DJ DU LYS - 21L defeat in this class at this venue 21 days ago. Hard to recommend. 

5. DOMINO D'AUVRECY - Made the frame in two of three auto starts including a 1L runner up here on penultimate 

outing. Thereabouts without shoes. 

6. CINQ TROIS - Infrequent auto start winner who needs to raise his game upped in class after a fourth here ten days 

ago. 

7. ELECTRIC BLUE - Unplaced in three auto starts. Others have stronger claims. 

8. CASH VRAC - Unsighted in previous two auto starts in weaker company. Others preferred. 

9. ELAN DU BOULAY - DQ in previous two runs but a record of three from three in this discipline. Notable runner. 

10. FEVER DU LOGIS - One victory in this discipline from 22 starts. Others have better chances. 

11. FAR WEST DE CHENU - Five time walk up winner including twice since resuming. Respected on auto start debut. 

12. DAMIER ROUGE PHI - 7L ninth in a weaker auto start third up. Needs sharp progress. 

13. DUC DE CLARBEC - 17 auto starts with a victory but a fair third in this class two outings back here. Placing within 

reach. 

Summary 

ELAN DU BOULAY (9) is a noteworthy runner. Revisits this discipline with a perfect three from three in auto starts. Top 

chance. FAR WEST DE CHENU (11) maintains great form after multiple walk up wins. Respected on mobile debut. 

DOMINO D'AUVRECY (5) is capable of reaching the podium after placing in two from three auto starts. Thereabouts 

without shoes. Keep DUC DE CLARBEC (13) in mind for a place as produced a fair third in this class two outings back 

here. 

Selections 

ELAN DU BOULAY (9) - FAR WEST DE CHENU (11) - DOMINO D'AUVRECY (5) - DUC DE CLARBEC (13)  



Race 8 

1. IGNITE MATCH - 7L fourth on debut in a course walk up earlier this month. Open to progress on first mobile outing. 

2. ILLICO RIVOIS - 14L sixth on debut in this discipline 10 days ago at this venue. Could progress. 

3. IDEAL DES YEDRAG - Placed on third walk up start here earlier this month. Others preferred. 

4. IDAHODARCHE - Disappointing DQ in a walk up earlier this month but decent third in this discipline previously. 

Consider. 

5. IRON D'ERONVILLE - Unraced gelding by Un Amour D'Haufor. Best watched unless the market speaks favourably. 

6. ICARE FILE - Two DQ in three outings thus far. Impossible to recommend. 

7. INCREDIBLE GO - One placing from three auto starts thus far. Vulnerable to more progressive types. 

8. INDIEN DE BRY - Improved 8L runner up on second auto start at Hyeres end of last month. May sneak a place. 

9. IL VULCANO - Son of Doberman having his first start. Market check advised. 

10. IMPITOYABLE - Not completed in both starts to date. Look elsewhere. 

Summary 

IDAHODARCHE (4) can be forgiven a DQ in a walk up following a promising third in this discipline on debut. Top chance. 

IGNITE MATCH (1) managed a fourth on first career outing in a course walk up. Open to improvement second up. 

Respected. ILLICO RIVOIS (2) was beaten 14L on debut over this track and trip. Could have more to offer. INDIEN DE 

BRY (8) is a place option after an improved runner up spot on second career start. 

Selections 

IDAHODARCHE (4) - IGNITE MATCH (1) - ILLICO RIVOIS (2) - INDIEN DE BRY (8) 


